
Setup Instructions
1. Take all the parts out of the bags and lay them on the ground
according to the assembly diagram.

2. Make sure that all the corresponding numbers are correct.

3. Now start pushing the pipes together until they firmly click, if
di�cult you can slightly twist the parts together to make the locking
spring pop up on place.

4. Its time to get your hands cleaned as now you are ready to handle
the printed fabric. Feed the fabric from the round edges of the frame,
feed only a few feet, then stand the frame up then slide the fabric to
the bottom, now close the Zipper.

5. You can set up the feet in the position that you want to erect the
stand, lift the fabric panels and fit on the feet.

6. To lock the frames together you can use the "S" shaped brackets or
WL-25 brackets, they are designed tight so they lock well.
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2 WLM#035

2 WLM#090
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How to attach monitor to WLM-SMS36089:

* Assemble both frames and put graphics on front panel

* Make sure to keep monitor bracket  WLM#124 assembled

while determining location on WLM-SMS36089

* Remove Monitor Bracket from Horizontal bars

* Position WLM-SMS36089 behind graphic frame

* Press Fabric against WLM-SMS36089 locating bolts that

secure monitor

* Take Sharp or Hot knife and puncture a slit into fabric,

front and back panels where holes for the bolts are

located

* Fabric will not run or frail where cut

* Press Monitor bracket onto front of fabric panel and Press

bolts thru fabric, then tighten



Case to Counter
Setup Instructions

*** Please Note: Fastening the poles into the 
base incorrectly may result in damage to the unit
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